
Explore the Puerto Rico specs:

❿�All areas of Puerto Rico are covered

❿�360 information-packed pages

❿�29 maps, and 30 color and 60 black and white photos

❿�Hundreds of sidebars, tips, and charts

❿�All ranges and types of accommodation including campgrounds

❿ Horseback riding, birdwatching, and hiking

❿ The best beaches, dives, surf, and snorkeling spots

❿�Complete information on history, culture, hotels, resorts, adventures

❿�Car rental, buses, plane travel, and ferries

❿�Hundreds of web sites, e-mails, phone numbers, and fax numbers

❿�Free web updates
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Harry S. Pariser has authored ten travel
guides to Central American and Caribbean
destinations. He is the recipient of the
Lowell Thomas Award (Best Guidebook —
1995 Silver) from the Society of American
Travel Writers for The Adventure Guide to
Barbados. His articles have appeared in
The San Jose Mercury News, Caribbean
Travel & Life, The Japan Times, Costa Rica
Outlook, Weissmann’s Travel Reports, and
other publications. Mr. Pariser resides in
San Francisco, California.

E
xplore Puerto Rico covers all of the commonwealth’s sights, major and

minor, as well as the offshore islands of Mona, Vieques, Culebra, and

others. Parks, forests, museums, hotels, resorts, campsites, restaurants,

golf courses, archaeological sites, caves, historical sites, and dive sites are all

described in detail. The guide also covers history, society, economy, and crafts.

Birdwatching, kayaking, diving, snorkeling, boating, and hiking are detailed.

Numerous sidebars provide insights you won’t find elsewhere, and the useful

tips and pointers are invaluable. Comprehensive maps get visitors around, and

photos compliment the text.
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Press  Contact
� “In addition to the resorts and gourmet restaurants, the guide helps you find local eater-

ies and inexpensive guesthouses.” — Caribbean Travel & Life

� “Hands down the best guidebook to the island.” — Islands Magazine

� “... Practical details on each town and area are filled with insightful (and often humor-
ous) tips and tidbits. Pariser's book is well researched, thorough, and an essential
ingredient when visiting Puerto Rico. Gayle Nagle Meyers, Travel Weekly

� “These useful guides are highly recommended...” — Library Journal

� “... a super complete book covering everything about Puerto Rico.”
—  William Todd, About.com

� “... a quality book that covers all aspects.... it's all here and well done.” 
— San Diego Tribune

DISTRIBUTION: SCB Distributors, Ingram, Baker and Taylor, Unique,
Quality, Bookpeople. Available at your local bookstore, Borders, Barnes
and Noble, Amazon.com, and elsewhere. Distributed in the UK and
Europe by Gazelle. 

Single copies may be ordered from SCB Distributors (800-729-6423) or on the
Internet at http://www.savethemanatee.com.


